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Genera/Information 
1. Mission 
The mission of the Journal of African Conflicts and Peace Studies is to develop and 
disseminate scientific knowledge in areas of Genocide studies and its prevention, Socio-
political development, Peace, Security and Governance studies in the particular context 
of Africa. 
2. Objectives 
a. To promote understanding of genocide and its prevention, African peace, 
conflicts and security processes 
b. To assist policy makers by providing a knowledge pool for community education 
programs 
3. Language and Format of publication 
Articles are submitted in either English or French with double space format in Times 
New Roman and references are footnoted. Every article bears an abstract in both 
French and English not exceeding 150 words. The publication has 1. 0 spacing, Times 
New Roman style and size 12. Every article, with suitable title and subtitles, not 
exceeding 20, 000 words, with suitable graphics/maps and logical structure, shall not 
have been published before. 
4. Refereed Publications 
Every article is submitted before publication to two reviewers who evaluate its form and 
content before it is sent back to the author for corrections. Any article will be considered 
for publication unless it meets requirements of scientific journals. Therefore, future 
contributors are warned in advance to be rigorous enough not to have their articles 
rejected. 
5. Rights and Responsibilities 
Author's responsibilities 
a. The author accepts responsibility for costs of preparing a manuscript 
b. The author accepts responsibility for costs of preparing maps, diagrams, and 
other illustrative material 
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c. The author accepts to improve the article according to reviewers' corrections 
and remarks. 
d. The author bears the responsibility of the content of his/her article. 
Author's Rights 
a. The author receives three copies of the publication or, in the case of a multi-
authored publication, a few copies per individual author. 
b. The author is eligible to purchase up to 10 copies of the publication at a 
discount rate of 40% of the publication price. 
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The Center for Conflict Management (CCM)'s Rights 
a. The Center for Conflict Management has the right to accept or reject a 
manuscript submitted for publication if it does not meet the above mentioned 
requirements. 
b. The Center retains copyright of the publication, unless a different agreement is 
signed prior to publication. 
The Center for Conflict Management (CCM)'s Responsibilities 
a. The Center for Conflict Management has the responsibility to undertake 
the review of the manuscript. 
b. The Center appoints reviewers for submitted manuscripts 
c. The Center arranges printing, sale and distribution of the publication 
6. Subscription Information 
The price of any JACAPS Issue, payable on Account N° 1220140 opened at the 
National Bank of Rwanda for the sake of the National University of Rwanda, is found 
through the following address: 
Journal for African Conflicts and Peace Studies (JACAPS) 
Center for Conflict Management 
National University of Rwanda 
P. 0 . Box 264 Butare 
Rwanda 
Tel : (+250) 750 0350520 Email: ccm@nur.ac.rw 
Website: www.nur.ac.rw 
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